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HIGHLIGHTS 23 

• Methane-oxidizing bacteria (MOB) can reach high abundances in reservoirs. 24 

• Inflowing MOB communities are restructured along a hydropower complex. 25 

• Methane dynamics can be accompanied by rapid shifts in MOB communities.  26 

 27 

ABSTRACT  28 

Methane-oxidizing bacteria (MOB) present in the water column mitigate methane (CH4) 29 

emissions from hydropower complexes to the atmosphere. By creating a discontinuity in rivers, 30 

dams cause large environmental variations, including in CH4 and oxygen concentrations, 31 

between upstream, reservoir, and downstream segments. Although highest freshwater 32 

methanotrophic activity is often detected at low oxygen concentrations, CH4 oxidation in well-33 

oxygenated downstream rivers below dams has also been reported. Here we combined DNA 34 

and RNA high-throughput sequencing with microscopic enumeration (by CARD-FISH) and 35 

biogeochemical data to investigate the abundance, composition, and potential activity of MOB 36 

taxa from upstream to downstream waters in the tropical hydropower complex Batang Ai 37 

(Malaysia). High relative abundance of MOB (up to 61% in 16S rRNA sequences and 19% in cell 38 

counts) and enrichment of stable isotopic signatures of CH4 (up to 0‰) were detected in the 39 

hypoxic hypolimnion of the reservoir and in the outflowing downstream river. MOB community 40 

shifts along the river-reservoir system reflected environmental sorting of taxa and an 41 

interrupted hydrologic connectivity in which downstream MOB communities resembled 42 

reservoir’s hypolimnetic communities but differed from upstream and surface reservoir 43 

communities. In downstream waters, CH4 oxidation was accompanied by fast cell growth of 44 
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particular MOB taxa. Therefore, our results suggest that rapid shifts in active MOB communities 45 

allow the mitigation of CH4 emissions from different zones of hydropower complexes, including 46 

in quickly re-oxygenated rivers downstream of dams. 47 

 48 

Keywords: methanotrophic bacteria, methane, reservoir, hydropower, tropical. 49 

 50 

1. INTRODUCTION 51 

The damming of rivers for hydropower generation can alter the carbon biogeochemical 52 

cycling across the entire river network through increased water residence time, water column 53 

stratification, and anoxic conditions in sediments and bottom waters (Tremblay et al., 2005). 54 

These changes can affect the place and time in which carbon is processed and mineralized, 55 

ultimately affecting the dynamics of greenhouse gases in these systems (Prairie et al., 2017). 56 

For instance, reservoirs are important CH4 sources to the atmosphere, emitting relevant 57 

amounts of CH4 at a global scale, although current estimates of their significance vary widely (3-58 

14 TgC-CH4 year-1; St. Louis et al. 2000; Barros et al. 2011; Deemer et al. 2016). Thus, a better 59 

understanding of the processes controlling CH4 emissions from hydropower reservoirs could 60 

contribute to more accurate estimations as well as predictions of future reservoirs’ CH4 61 

emissions. 62 

A particularly important process regulating CH4 emissions from reservoirs is CH4 63 

oxidation performed by methane-oxidizing bacteria (MOB, here also referred to as 64 

methanotrophs) present in the water column. These bacteria can oxidize a large fraction of the 65 

CH4 produced in freshwaters before it reaches the atmosphere, strongly mitigating the carbon 66 
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footprint of hydropower impoundments (e.g. Guérin and Abril, 2007; Itoh et al., 2015). MOB 67 

comprise an ecologically diverse polyphyletic group of bacteria mostly distributed within the 68 

Classes Gammaproteobacteria (Gamma-MOB) and Alphaproteobacteria (Alpha-MOB), but also 69 

in the phyla NC10 and Verrucomicrobia (Kalyuzhnaya et al., 2019). These different groups show 70 

distinct environmental niches and tolerances, metabolic capacities, and life strategies (Dunfield 71 

et al., 2007; Ettwig et al., 2010; Hanson and Hanson, 1996; Ho et al., 2013) that are related to 72 

gradients in environmental variables in freshwaters such as O2 and CH4 concentrations, 73 

temperature, and pH (Borrel et al., 2011; Conrad, 2007; Crevecoeur et al., 2019; Reis et al., 74 

2020) and that can lead to different contributions to the overall CH4 oxidation rate (Reis et al. 75 

2020). Dams constitute a discontinuity in river systems causing large environmental variations 76 

between upstream, reservoir, and downstream segments, which have been shown to alter the 77 

structure of river bacterioplankton communities (Dumestre et al., 2001; Ruiz-González et al., 78 

2015b, 2013). Similarly, thermal stratification within reservoirs can generate large 79 

environmental changes between water column layers leading to a rearrangement of the 80 

inflowing bacterial communities (Dumestre et al., 1999). Such environmental variations could 81 

thus trigger the establishment of distinct MOB communities and associated activity between 82 

zones within hydropower complexes, thereby influencing the role of MOB taxa in mitigating 83 

CH4 emissions. For instance, it has been shown that while Gamma-MOB dominates overall CH4 84 

oxidation in temperate lakes (Oswald et al., 2016; Reis et al., 2020; Rissanen et al., 2018), 85 

Alpha-MOB may be important players particularly in well-oxygenated waters (Reis et al., 2020; 86 

Zigah et al., 2015). 87 
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Besides CH4 emissions from the surface of reservoirs, hydropower turbines often draw 88 

water from CH4-rich hypolimnia, and their CH4 content is then released either immediately at 89 

the outflow (degassing) or at the surface of the downstream river (downstream diffusion). Due 90 

to strong water column stratification, these two downstream emission pathways often 91 

contribute the most to the greenhouse gas footprint of reservoirs in tropical regions (Abril et 92 

al., 2005; Guérin et al., 2006; Kemenes et al., 2007; Soued and Prairie, 2020). Freshwater 93 

methanotrophs appear to be most active at oxic-anoxic interfaces, with their activity being 94 

reduced at high dissolved O2 concentrations (Rudd et al., 1974; Steinle et al., 2017; Thottathil et 95 

al., 2019). Therefore, one would expect a decrease in methanotrophic activity due to a rapid re-96 

oxygenation of turbine outflowing waters. Interestingly, however, significant microbial CH4 97 

oxidation has been detected in rivers downstream of dams by means of CH4 concentration, flux, 98 

and stable isotopes, comprising between 20 and 85% of the CH4 loss in downstream reaches 99 

(Abril et al., 2005; Guérin and Abril, 2007; Kemenes et al., 2007; Soued and Prairie, 2020). 100 

However, it remains unknown whether the reported CH4 oxidation in downstream waters is due 101 

to residual activity of MOB transported from the reservoir’s hypolimnion, or alternatively, to 102 

shifts in methanotrophic communities once these microorganisms are exposed to well 103 

oxygenated conditions. Knowledge of the dynamics of MOB communities along the river-104 

reservoir continuum can thus provide insights into the ecological mechanisms behind CH4 105 

oxidation and emissions from hydropower complexes. 106 

Here we examine the dynamics of the MOB community in the tropical Batang Ai 107 

hydropower complex throughout its hydrological continuum, from the reservoir inflows to the 108 

downstream outflow. We used high-throughput sequencing of the 16S rRNA gene (DNA) and of 109 
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the 16S rRNA (RNA) to determine the diversity and potential activity of MOB taxa along this 110 

hydropower river-reservoir system, as well as catalyzed reporter deposition fluorescence in situ 111 

hybridization (CARD-FISH) to microscopically quantify the Alpha- and Gamma-MOB groups. We 112 

expected that the hydrologic disruption caused by the dam would lead to strong environmental 113 

sorting of upstream inflowing MOB taxa and that the change from hypoxic hypolimnetic waters 114 

to the rapidly re-oxygenated turbine outflowing waters would trigger the growth and activity of 115 

MOB taxa that may be responsible for the oxidation of CH4 in downstream waters. 116 

 117 

2. METHODS 118 

2.1. Study site and sampling 119 

 The hydropower reservoir Batang Ai is located in the Borneo Island, Malaysia (1°09’36”N 120 

111°54’00”E), in a tropical equatorial climate with year-round hot and humid rainy weather. 121 

The reservoir was created in 1985, by damming of the Batang Ai river and flooding of un-122 

cleared tropical forest. It has a surface area of 68.4 km2, a mean depth of 28 m and maximum 123 

depth of 72 m, and two major river inflows that flow into two reservoir branches (Fig. 1). The 124 

water residence time in the reservoir is approx. 11 months, but of only around 1 hour in the 125 

studied segments of the upstream and downstream rivers. The main basin of the reservoir is 126 

permanently stratified with the thermocline around 12 m depth, the oxycline between 12 and 127 

20 m depth, and anoxic bottom waters. The reservoir is characterized by high water 128 

temperatures (31 °C at the surface and 24 °C at the bottom) around the year, and low 129 

concentrations of dissolved organic carbon (<1 mg L-1 on average), chlorophyll (surface mean: 130 

1.3 µg L-1), total phosphorus (surface mean: 5.9 µg L-1), and total nitrogen (surface mean: 0.1 131 
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mg L-1) (Soued and Prairie, 2020). In the main base of the reservoir, diffusive CH4 emissions to 132 

the atmosphere are moderate, and most CH4 is emitted downstream of the dam since the 133 

water intake for the turbines is located in the highly CH4-rich hypolimnion (Soued and Prairie, 134 

2020). Nevertheless, CH4 oxidation in the first 19 km downstream of the dam has been shown 135 

to reduce further diffusive CH4 emissions by roughly 20% (Soued and Prairie, 2020). 136 

Two sampling campaigns were performed, one in April-May 2017 and another in 137 

February-March 2018, both showing similar inflow discharge rates, although the official rainy 138 

season happens between October and March. In each sampling campaign, samples for 139 

biogeochemical parameters and microbial community were collected with a peristaltic pump at 140 

10 different sites and at different depths in the reservoir, covering the horizontal gradient 141 

(upstream, reservoir, and downstream sites – one at the power station and another at 2.7 Km 142 

further downstream) and the vertical stratification within the reservoir (mixed layer and oxic 143 

and hypoxic hypolimnion, with oxic and hypoxic being defined as O2 > and < 2 mg L-1, 144 

respectively) (Fig. 1). Vertical profiles of temperature, dissolved O2 concentration, and pH were 145 

measured with a YSI multiparameter probe (Yellow Springs Instruments, OH, USA). Sampling 146 

depths for the microbial community (Table S1) were determined based on the temperature and 147 

O2 profiles in order to cover the thermal stratification layers but also the different O2 148 

concentrations in the water column, given that the O2 profiles revealed a variation in the 149 

oxygenation of stratified layers from one site to another. To capture the changes in CH4 and 150 

methanotrophic communities from the hypolimnion of the reservoir until the downstream 151 

river, we used the closest available samples to the turbine water intake depth in both years 152 

(2017: site A, depth 20 m; 2018: site I, depth 24 m). 153 
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 154 

2.2. CH4 concentration, stable isotopic signature, and downstream CH4 oxidation 155 

Measurements of dissolved CH4 concentration and its stable isotopic signature (δ13CH4) 156 

were determined using the headspace technique in 60 mL gas-tight syringes followed by gas 157 

chromatography (GC-8A/GC-2014, Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan) and cavity ring down spectrometry 158 

(G2201‐i, Picarro Inc., CA, USA). The δ13CH4 signature is a useful indicator of microbial CH4 159 

oxidation since the methane monooxygenase enzyme preferentially oxidizes 12C-CH4 over 13C-160 

CH4 leaving an enriched δ13CH4 signature in the remaining CH4 pool (Coleman et al., 1981).  161 

In the downstream river, we calculated the fraction and amount of CH4 oxidized based 162 

on the evolution of CH4 concentration and isotopic signature from the turbine water intake in 163 

the reservoir (considered as the CH4 source) until 2.7 km downstream of the dam, using model 164 

developed in Soued and Prairie (2020). 165 

 166 

2.3. MOB community composition 167 

 We used amplicon sequencing of the 16S rRNA gene (DNA) and the 16S rRNA (RNA) of 168 

37 water samples to identify and determine the relative abundance of prokaryotes belonging to 169 

methane-oxidizing bacteria (MOB) taxa. We then extracted the MOB taxa from the 16S rRNA 170 

database to investigate the taxonomic composition of MOB assemblages and community 171 

dynamics along the river-reservoir system. By sequencing the DNA, we aimed at evaluating the 172 

presence of MOB taxa and their role in the total bacterial community independently of their 173 

activity state, while by sequencing the RNA we aimed at assessing the contribution of MOB taxa 174 

to the potentially protein synthesizing bacterial community (Blazewicz et al., 2013). 175 
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For each sample, between 400 and 700 mL of water were prefiltered through a 30 µm 176 

pore size mesh and then filtered through Durapore membrane filters (0.22 µm pore size, 177 

GVWP, Millipore). Filters were preserved in RNAlater (Invitrogen), stored at 4 °C overnight, and 178 

then stored at -80 °C before nucleic acids extraction. All samples were extracted with 179 

PowerWater RNeasy extraction kit (Qiagen) skipping the step for DNA digestion to recover both 180 

DNA and RNA from the same filter. PCR amplification of the 16S rRNA gene with primers 515F 181 

(5’-GTGCCAGCMGCCGCGGTAA-3’) and 806R (5’-GGACTACHVGGGTWTCTAAT-3’) was carried 182 

out in every sample and samples with PCR inhibition (detected by the lack of amplification of 183 

positive control added into samples) were cleaned with a DNA cleaning kit (Qiagen). After that, 184 

half of each sample (25 µL) was digested with a DNase Max kit (Qiagen) to get pure RNA which 185 

was verified by the lack of amplification of the 16S rRNA gene by PCR and gel electrophoresis. 186 

Finally, cDNA was produced from RNA using a reverse transcription kit (Qiagen). DNA and cDNA 187 

16S amplicons were sequenced in GenomeQuebec following a pair-end approach using Illumina 188 

MiSeq platform. 189 

Sequences were analysed using the dada2 pipeline v1.8 (Callahan et al., 2016) in R 190 

v3.5.1 (The R Core Team, 2019) and R Studio (RStudio, 2018). Read quality was inspected using 191 

quality profiles and both forward and reverse reads were trimmed to 245 nucleotides. Primers 192 

were also removed using trimLeft() function in dada2 (19 nucleotides in forward and 20 in 193 

reverse reads). The average number of reads per sample was 77,948 (range 7,399 – 115,142). 194 

An Amplicon Sequence Variant (ASV) table was produced following the dada2 pipeline with an 195 

additional step to collapse together sequences that are only different in length 196 

(‘collapseNoMismatch()’), which minimizes false singletons. Taxonomy assignment was 197 
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performed until the Genus level with SILVA reference database v132 using dada2’s 198 

‘assignTaxonomy’ function. Briefly, the ‘assignTaxonomy’ function uses a naïve Bayesian 199 

classifier to compare the query sequences to sequences with assigned taxonomy in a database 200 

and then a bootstrapping approach to assess the confidence estimates for each assignment 201 

(Wang et al., 2007). Sequences assigned to Archaea, eukaryotes, or chloroplast were removed. 202 

The ASV table (17,050 ASVs) was then rarefied using the R package phyloseq v1.22.3 (Mcmurdie 203 

and Holmes, 2013) at a minimum of 50,000 reads per sample – leading to the loss of two 204 

samples – and normalized to proportions so that ASVs abundances are ratios from 0 to 1. The 205 

final rarefied dataset contained a total of 14,323 ASVs. Then, the final ASV table was screened 206 

for known methanotrophic bacterial taxa: Order Melthylococcales (Class 207 

Gammaproteobacteria); genera Methylocystis and Methylosinus (Class Alphaproteobacteria, 208 

Family Methylocystaceae); genera Methylocella, Methylocapsa, and Methyloferula (Class 209 

Alphaproteobacteria, Family Beijerinckiaceae); genera Methylacidiphilum and 210 

Methylacidimicrobium (Phylum Verrucomicrobia); and ‘Ca. Methylomirabilis oxyfera’ and 211 

putative methanotrophs within the Order Methylomirabilales (Candidate phylum NC10) 212 

(Dunfield et al., 2007; Ettwig et al., 2010; Kalyuzhnaya et al., 2019; Knief, 2015). For abundant 213 

MOB ASVs that could only be assigned at the Family level, we used the NCBI Nucleotide BLAST 214 

tool (https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi) to identify to which taxa they showed closest 215 

percent identity. 216 

 217 

2.4. Cell abundance of Proteobacterial MOB groups 218 

https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi
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 We determined the absolute abundance of MOB cells belonging to Alpha- and 219 

Gammaproteobacteria through Catalyzed Reporter Deposition-Fluorescence In Situ 220 

Hybridization (CARD-FISH). Only the subset of samples in which MOB sequences was higher 221 

than 1% of total 16S rRNA sequences (DNA or RNA) were analysed (n=20), which excluded all 222 

samples from the surface mixed layer of the reservoir (Table S1). Water samples for CARD-FISH 223 

were treated and analysed as described in Reis et al. (2020). Briefly, water samples (40 mL) 224 

were fixed overnight with buffered paraformaldehyde (PFA, 1% final concentration) and then 6 225 

to 10 mL of sample were filtered through 0.2 µm polycarbonate filters (Millipore GTTP, 25 mm). 226 

Cells were attached with 0.1% agarose and permeabilized with lysozyme and 227 

achromopeptidase. Hybridization was carried out with specific probes designed for the 228 

detection of Alpha- and Gammaproteobacteria MOB (Table S2; Eller et al. 2001) overnight at 229 

35°C in 40% formamide hybridization buffer. Both CARD-FISH positive and DAPI (4',6-diamidino-230 

2-phenylindole staining) positive cells were quantified under an automated epifluorescence 231 

microscope at 630x magnification counting on average 50 (min-max: 36-55) quality-checked 232 

fields of view. Cell counts of Alpha- and Gamma-MOB (CARD-FISH) as well as those of total 233 

prokaryotic cells (DAPI) were determined using the ACME tool3 software (Zeder, 2014). 234 

 235 

2.5. Statistical analyses 236 

Statistical differences between means were tested using Welch’s unequal variances t-test 237 

on the log data when necessary. Canonical Analyses of Principal Coordinates-CAP (Anderson 238 

and Willis, 2003) based on the Bray-Curtis distance of the relative abundances of MOB ASVs in a 239 

sample were used to investigate differences in the MOB community structure in DNA and RNA 240 
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and their environmental drivers across the sampled sites. We included temperature, pH, CH4, 241 

O2 and dissolved organic carbon (DOC) concentrations as environmental variables in the model 242 

because of their reported influence on freshwater MOB community composition or activity 243 

(Borrel et al., 2011; Conrad, 2007; Crevecoeur et al., 2019; Reis et al., 2020; Thottathil et al., 244 

2018). All analyses were performed in R v3.5.1 (The R Core Team, 2019) and R studio (RStudio, 245 

2018) and plots were produced using the packages ggplot2 3.1.0 (Wickham, 2016) and phyloseq 246 

v1.22.3 (Mcmurdie and Holmes, 2013). 247 

 248 

3. RESULTS 249 

3.1. CH4, δ13CH4, and O2 dynamics 250 

 CH4 concentration, CH4 stable isotopic signature, and dissolved O2 concentration varied 251 

largely both horizontally and vertically in Batang Ai (Figs. 2A-C, 3). In both sampling campaigns, 252 

the highest CH4 concentration was detected in the anoxic zone of the reservoir’s hypolimnion, 253 

followed by downstream and upstream waters (Figs. 2, 3). CH4 concentration was highly 254 

variable within the hypoxic hypolimnion, varying up to three orders of magnitude even within a 255 

single profile (Figs. 2A, 3). This was caused by intense microbial CH4 oxidation in the hypoxic 256 

hypolimnion as indicated by enriched δ13CH4 values measured in this layer throughout the 257 

system (Fig. 2B) and in individual profiles (Fig. 3). In contrast, the δ13CH4 in the oxic hypolimnion 258 

and in the surface mixed layer, particularly in 2017, suggests less methanotrophic activity in 259 

these layers (Figs. 2B, 3). O2 concentrations were highest in upstream waters and in the 260 

reservoir mixed layer and decreased steeply with depth in the main basin of the reservoir (Figs. 261 

2C, 3). Average O2 concentration in the downstream river was higher than in the hypoxic 262 
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hypolimnion of the reservoir, demonstrating that hypolimnetic waters get quickly oxygenated 263 

once leaving the turbines, despite not being as oxygenated as the upstream river or the surface 264 

mixed layer of the reservoir (Fig.  2C). 265 

 266 

3.2. Relative abundance of MOB in DNA and RNA samples and abundance of MOB 267 

cells 268 

The relative abundance of total MOB DNA and RNA sequences in the bacterial 269 

communities varied widely across samples with an average of 3.7% ± 5.8 (±SD) and 10.4% ± 270 

15.2 of total 16S rRNA sequences in DNA and RNA, respectively. MOB sequences in upstream 271 

waters comprised on average 2.5% of the total sequences in DNA and 4.3% of the total 272 

sequences in RNA (Figs.  2D, E). In the reservoir, the relative abundance of MOB sequences was 273 

negligible in the mixed layer but increased in the oxic hypolimnion and reached extremely high 274 

values in the hypoxic hypolimnion (up to 27.6% for DNA and 61.2% for RNA), in line with the 275 

reduction in CH4 concentration and enrichment in δ13CH4 values in this layer observed in the 276 

profiles. The downstream river also showed high MOB relative abundances, with MOB 277 

sequences accounting for 8.5% ± 3.2 of total 16S rRNA sequences in DNA and 25.4% ± 7 in RNA 278 

across campaigns (Figs. 2D, E). Across all samples, the relative abundance of MOB sequences 279 

based on RNA was on average three times higher than that based on DNA. 280 

 The total MOB cell counts assessed by CARD-FISH showed a similar spatial pattern to 281 

that of the DNA and RNA data. The highest MOB cell abundance was measured in the hypoxic 282 

hypolimnion in 2017 (median: 6 x 104 cells mL-1) followed by the downstream river (median: 4.1 283 

x 104 cells mL-1) and upstream sampling sites (median: 3.7 x 104 cells mL-1) (Fig. 2F). In terms of 284 
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relative abundances, the highest contribution of MOB cells to total bacterial cells was also 285 

detected in the hypoxic hypolimnion of the reservoir, where MOB-hybridized cells made up to 286 

19.2 % of total prokaryotic counts (details not shown). The abundance of total MOB cells was 287 

weakly but positively correlated to δ13CH4 (p=0.01, R2=0.16; Fig. S1A) across the sampled zones 288 

in the river-reservoir system, indicating that MOB cell number is related to methanotrophic 289 

activity. The relative abundance of MOB 16S rRNA sequences in DNA and RNA, however, were 290 

not significantly related to δ13CH4 (p>0.05; Fig. S1B, C). 291 

 292 

3.3. MOB diversity 293 

A total of 271 amplicon sequence variants (ASVs) belonging to 21 MOB genera were 294 

detected across the whole dataset. Of these, 237 ASVs (15 genera) belonged to the Order 295 

Methylococcales (Gammaproteobacteria), 9 ASVs (2 genera) belonged to the Family 296 

Methylocystaceae (Alphaproteobacteria), 1 ASV (1 genus) belonged to the Family 297 

Beijerinckiaceae (Alphaproteobacteria), and 24 ASVs (3 genera) belonged to the putative 298 

methanotrophs within the Order Methylomirabilales (candidate phyla NC10) (Fig. S2). No 299 

Verrucomicrobia methanotrophs were detected. 48 ASVs within the Family Methylomonaceae 300 

(Order Methylococcales, Gammaproteobacteria) and 17 ASVs within the Family 301 

Methylococcaceae (Order Methylococcales, Gammaproteobacteria) could not be assigned at 302 

the genus level. The unclassified Methylomonaceae ASVs are related to Methylomonas rubra 303 

(NR_114588.1; 91% identity on average), while the unclassified Methylococcaceae ASVs are 304 

related to Methylococcus capsulatus (NR_042183.1) and Methylocaldum marinum 305 

(NR_126189.1; 90% identity on average; NCBI Nucleotide BLAST tool). Within the Gamma-MOB, 306 
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24 ASVs belonged to the filamentous methanotrophic bacteria of the genus Crenothrix 307 

(Stoecker et al., 2006). 308 

MOB sequences were detected in every sampled zone of the river-reservoir system, but 309 

in only 6 out of 16 samples from the reservoir surface mixed layer (DNA and RNA; Fig. S2). On 310 

average, 69.7% of the total MOB DNA sequences belonged to Gammaproteobacteria, 28.3% to 311 

Alphaproteobacteria, and 2% to the NC10 candidate phyla across the samples in which MOB 312 

were detected (Fig. S3). In terms of RNA, the pattern was similar, with Gammaproteobacteria 313 

comprising on average 69.9% of the total MOB RNA sequences, followed by 314 

Alphaproteobacteria (29.4%) and the NC10 candidate phyla (0.7%, Fig. S3). 315 

 316 

3.4. Dynamics of major MOB groups along the river-reservoir system 317 

The MOB community composition changed along the river-reservoir system at the 318 

major groups level in terms of both cells and sequences abundance. While average Alpha- and 319 

Gamma-MOB cell counts were not significantly different in upstream and reservoir waters 320 

(p>0.05; Welch’s unequal variances t-test on the log data), Alpha-MOB cells were more 321 

abundant than Gamma-MOB cells in the downstream river after the dam (p=0.008, Welch’s 322 

unequal variances t-test on the log data; Fig. 4A). Also, average Alpha-MOB cell abundance 323 

increased from upstream to downstream waters. Both MOB groups showed maximum local cell 324 

abundances in the hypoxic hypolimnion of the reservoir, reaching 6.1 x 104 and 9.5 x 104 cells 325 

mL-1 for Alpha- and Gamma-MOB, respectively (Fig. 4A). 326 
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Both Alpha- and Gamma-MOB 16S rRNA sequences were detected in every site of the 327 

river-reservoir system. However, Gamma-MOB sequences clearly dominated the upstream 328 

waters while the relative abundance of Alpha-MOB sequences increased in the reservoir, where 329 

both groups showed similar contribution to total MOB sequences (Fig. 4B). NC10 sequences 330 

were detected at low abundances in upstream waters but reached up to 32% of the total MOB 331 

DNA sequences in one specific site at 32 m deep (Fig. 4B).  In the downstream river, MOB 332 

sequences belonged to Alpha- and Gamma-MOB, while NC10 sequences were negligible. In 333 

general, the dynamics of these groups were similar in DNA and RNA and between sampling 334 

campaigns (Fig. 4B). 335 

The relative abundance of 16S rRNA sequences belonging to total, Alpha-, and Gamma-336 

MOB were significantly correlated (p<0.05) to the absolute cell counts determined by CARD-337 

FISH (Fig. S4). However, sequencing overestimated the abundance of Gamma-MOB cells on 338 

average 1.88 times, while it underestimated the Alpha-MOB cell abundance in 20% on average 339 

(Fig. S4). 340 

 341 

3.5. Environmental drivers and connectivity of MOB communities 342 

We performed Canonical Analysis of Principal Coordinates (CAP) analyses based on the 343 

DNA and RNA profiles of MOB communities to investigate the similarity between MOB 344 

communities from different locations within the river-reservoir system and their links to 345 

environmental drivers (Fig. 5). Temperature, pH, CH4 and O2 concentrations significantly 346 

predicted patterns in MOB community structure across the studied system (p=0.001), but only 347 

explained a limited portion of the variation (Fig. 5), suggesting that unmeasured factors might 348 
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also contribute to the reported patterns in MOB assemblages. Dissolved organic carbon (DOC) 349 

concentration was not a significant (p>0.05) factor despite the potential role of DOC in MOB 350 

activity and community structure (Reis et al., 2020; Thottathil et al., 2018). This lack of effect of 351 

DOC is likely due to the absence of a gradient in DOC concentration, which is constantly very 352 

low (mean 0.9 mg L-1 ± 0.2 SD) in the reservoir (Soued and Prairie, 2020). Overall, patterns were 353 

similar between DNA, RNA, and both sampling campaigns, and MOB communities from the 354 

same location often grouped together (Fig. 5A, B). MOB communities from the upstream and 355 

reservoir mixed layer correlated positively with temperature, O2, and pH while the oxic 356 

hypolimnion communities were spread across the CAP space. Downstream communities and 357 

hypoxic hypolimnetic MOB communities, however, grouped closely together reflecting the 358 

position of the water intake for the turbines and correlated with CH4 concentration. In addition, 359 

the number of MOB ASVs increased along the continuum, reaching the highest taxonomic 360 

richness in the MOB communities in the downstream river (Fig. 5A, B). 361 

To check whether the observed changes in MOB communities along the river-reservoir 362 

continuum resulted from taxa replacement as opposed to changes in the abundances of 363 

existing taxa, we categorized each ASV depending on the location where they were first 364 

detected (as in Ruiz-González et al. 2015a). We observed that in most locations, a large fraction 365 

of the ASVs was already detected in the upstream sites, making up more than 50% of the MOB 366 

DNA sequences even in the farthest downstream site sampled (Fig. 5C). Besides these 367 

'upstream' ASVs, downstream MOB communities contained a large fraction of ASVs deriving 368 

from both the oxic and the hypoxic hypolimnion, but only a negligible proportion of sequences 369 

belonging to ASVs first detected in the surface mixed layer of the reservoir (Fig. 5C). 'Mixed 370 
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layer' unique ASVs were detected in 2018 and belonged to Gamma-MOB (Ca. Methylospira, 371 

Methylocaldum, and an unclassified genus; details not shown). Few MOB ASVs unique to the 372 

downstream sites (i.e. not present in the reservoir or in upstream waters) were detected (7 in 373 

2017 and 27 in 2018), but they accounted for a very small fraction of the total MOB sequences 374 

(Fig. 5C). In both years, these 'downstream' unique MOB ASVs belonged to Gamma-MOB and 375 

NC10 (Methylomonas, Methylosoma, candidatus Methylospira, Methylomagnum, and 376 

Methyloparacoccus from Gamma-MOB, and unclassified genera from both groups; details not 377 

shown). 378 

  379 

3.6. CH4 oxidation and MOB cells dynamics in downstream waters 380 

Based on the DNA and RNA compositional data it seemed that downstream MOB 381 

communities were merely hypolimnetic communities transported through the turbine tunnels 382 

(Fig. 5A, B). However, the CARD-FISH count data indicated a shift in the cell abundance of the 383 

two proteobacterial MOB groups from the hypolimnion to the downstream river, leading to 384 

significantly higher abundances of Alpha- than Gamma-MOB in the outflowing river waters (Fig. 385 

4A). We thus investigated whether this shift was correlated to CH4 oxidation in the downstream 386 

river by following the CH4 concentration and stable isotopic signature, O2 concentration, and 387 

Alpha- and Gamma-MOB cell abundance from the water intake for the turbines in the 388 

hypolimnion of the reservoir until 2.7 Km downstream from the dam (Fig. 6). The reduction in 389 

CH4 concentration and simultaneous increase in stable isotopic signature of the remaining CH4 390 

indicated microbial CH4 oxidation within downstream waters in both years (Fig. 6A, B). We 391 

found that the fraction of CH4 oxidized (Fox) within the river segment was higher in 2017 than 392 
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in 2018 (Fig. 6C), but that the absolute amount of CH4 oxidized was higher in 2018 than in 2017 393 

(Fig. 6D) because the CH4 concentration at the turbine water intake was much higher in 2018 394 

than in 2017 (82 and 52 µM, respectively; Fig. 6A). O2 concentration in the water was higher in 395 

2017 than in 2018 both before and after its passage through the turbines (Fig. 6E). The cell 396 

abundances of both MOB groups decreased between the turbines’ intake in the reservoir and 397 

the power station (0 Km) in 2017 (Fig. 6F), which could be caused by death of cells but also by 398 

dilution since the turbines draw water from a wide range of depths. However, once in the 399 

downstream river, Alpha-MOB cell abundance quickly increased along the river segment in 400 

2017 and 2018 (Fig. 6F). In both years, Alpha-MOB clearly dominated over Gamma-MOB at 2.7 401 

Km, where highest Fox and absolute amount of CH4 oxidized were also observed. 402 

 403 

4. DISCUSSION 404 

Despite the central role of MOB in regulating CH4 emissions from hydropower 405 

reservoirs, very few studies have investigated MOB communities in these systems (Dumestre et 406 

al., 1999; Itoh et al., 2015). In particular, although the importance of CH4 oxidation has also 407 

been recognized in downstream waters, no study has explored how MOB communities respond 408 

to drastic environmental changes from the hypoliminia of reservoirs to rapidly re-oxygenated 409 

turbine outflowing waters. This is of special interest in lower latitudes, given that tropical 410 

hydropower reservoirs are often strongly stratified, reducing the importance of CH4 diffusive 411 

fluxes through the reservoir surface and making downstream CH4 emissions particularly 412 

important (Guérin et al., 2006; Soued and Prairie, 2020). Here we show that in the narrow band 413 

of environmental conditions that are optimal for CH4 oxidation to occur, MOB abundance and 414 
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potential activity can reach very high levels (up to 27% and 61% of the total bacterial DNA and 415 

RNA sequences, respectively). This spatial confinement of abundant and highly active MOB 416 

communities in the hypoxic zone of the hypolimnion of Batang Ai, which creates a CH4 417 

concentration minimum in the oxic hypolimnion, imposes a biogeochemical disconnection 418 

between the hypolimnetic CH4 and the reservoir surface CH4 emissions. We also show that 419 

MOB taxa in Batang Ai are to a large extent sourced from upstream waters, but that 420 

environmental gradients generated by the dam allow the local establishment of different and 421 

specific MOB communities in the different zones of the hydropower complex. In addition, by 422 

microscopically quantifying MOB cells, we show that fast cell growth of mostly Alpha-MOB taxa 423 

in downstream waters happens simultaneously with CH4 oxidation in well-oxygenated 424 

downstream waters. 425 

 426 

4.1. High total MOB DNA and RNA sequences in Batang Ai reservoir 427 

We found high relative abundances of MOB 16S rRNA sequences in DNA and RNA in the 428 

hypoxic hypolimnion of the tropical reservoir Batang Ai (up to 27% and 61% of total bacterial 429 

DNA and RNA sequences, respectively), and these belonged to methanotrophic taxa in the 430 

Gammaproteobacteria and Alphaproteobacteria classes. NC10 putative methanotrophs were 431 

only abundant in our deepest sample in anoxic waters within the reservoir (32 m) where they 432 

accounted for almost one third of the total MOB DNA sequences. Similarly, NC10 putative 433 

methanotrophs have been found to constitute a significant portion of the active 434 

methanotrophic community in anoxic zones of lakes and reservoirs (Deutzmann et al., 2014; 435 

Kojima et al., 2014). The peak in total MOB abundances in hypoxic waters observed in our study 436 
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is in line with previous studies reporting highest MOB abundances at oxic-anoxic interfaces in 437 

other lakes and reservoirs (Dumestre et al., 1999; Kojima et al., 2014; Mayr et al., 2019; Reis et 438 

al., 2020). Comparatively high relative abundances of MOB sequences have been detected in 439 

permafrost thaw ponds (maximum 27% of the 16S rRNA sequences; Crevecoeur et al. 2015), 440 

temperate lakes (11-26% of total 16S rRNA gene sequences; Mayr et al. 2019), a subtropical 441 

reservoir (maximum ~30% of total 16S rRNA gene sequences; Kojima et al. 2015), and a tropical 442 

hydropower reservoir (up to 24% of DGGE-obtained sequences; Dumestre et al. 2001). 443 

Regarding MOB RNA sequences, our values (up to 61%) represent the highest reported values 444 

of MOB abundance in freshwaters to our knowledge and suggests that CH4 defines a clear 445 

microbial niche in the hypolimnion of the Batang Ai reservoir with MOB making a large fraction 446 

of the protein synthesizing bacterial community in this layer. Indeed, the high MOB abundance 447 

in the hypoxic hypolimnion, together with the decrease in CH4 concentration and enrichment of 448 

δ13CH4 (Fig. 2A, 3), indicates intense methanotrophic activity and that most of the upward flux 449 

of CH4 is oxidized by MOB in the hypoxic zone of the reservoir, as observed in other permanent 450 

stratified lakes and reservoirs (e.g. Borges et al. 2011; Itoh et al. 2015). 451 

In general, the patterns observed in the DNA and RNA MOB sequences were quite 452 

similar indicating that the present MOB taxa are potentially active across the sampled zones in 453 

Batang Ai. An exception to this tight coupling between DNA and RNA was observed in the 454 

reservoir mixed layer, where DNA and RNA patterns were particularly variable (Fig. 3B, 4A) 455 

probably due to the very low relative abundances of total MOB 16S rRNA sequences in this 456 

layer (<0.1% of total 16S rRNA gene sequences) (Fig. 2D, E). 457 

 458 
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4.2. Hydrologic connectivity of MOB communities along the river-reservoir system 459 

Downstream bacterial communities showed high proportions of MOB sequences and 460 

cells, and MOB communities from downstream sites clustered very closely together with those 461 

from the hypoxic hypolimnion, differing largely from upstream and mixed layer assemblages 462 

(Fig. 5A, B). By tracing the origin of ASVs along the studied system, we observed that a large 463 

fraction of the downstream MOB communities comprised taxa first detected in both oxic and 464 

hypoxic hypolimnetic sites. In 2018, the fraction of MOB ASVs from the hypoxic hypolimnion in 465 

the downstream river was higher than in 2017, while MOB ASVs first detected in the oxic 466 

hypolimnion were more abundant in the downstream river in 2017 than in 2018. This 467 

difference in the source of downstream MOB taxa is likely related to the variation in the 468 

reservoir’s water level, which affects the water withdrawal depth. Only a few unique 469 

downstream MOB ASVs were detected, showing that although downstream conditions allow 470 

for the establishment of new MOB taxa, downstream MOB communities are almost entirely 471 

dominated by taxa dispersed from upstream reservoir sites. Moreover, although all sampled 472 

locations harbored a large fraction of taxa originating in the rivers flowing into the reservoir, 473 

most MOB ASVs specific to the mixed layer did not reach downstream waters. This reflects the 474 

discontinuity in surface water flow caused by the stratification within the reservoir and the 475 

position of the turbines’ water intake. These unique ASVs from the mixed layer were only 476 

detected in 2018, while in 2017 all the MOB ASVs detected in the mixed layer were also 477 

detected in the upstream sites. Interestingly, upstream riverine waters were much warmer in 478 

2017 (30.6 °C) than in 2018 (26.1 °C) at 1 m depth, suggesting that inflowing upstream waters 479 

mixed well with the reservoir’s mixed layer (average temperature 31 °C) in 2017 but likely sank 480 
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below it while entering the reservoir in 2018. This supports the larger connectivity between the 481 

upstream and the mixed layer communities in 2017 than in 2018 shown by the analysis of the 482 

origin of MOB ASVs. 483 

The importance of hydrologic connectivity in shaping the structure of freshwater 484 

bacterioplankton has been shown for whole communities (Niño-García et al., 2016; Ruiz-485 

González et al., 2015a, 2013) and specifically for MOB assemblages across boreal lakes and 486 

rivers (Crevecoeur et al., 2019). Here we show that although reservoir MOB communities are 487 

sourced to a large extent from upstream rivers, the specific environmental conditions and the 488 

permanent stratification generated within the reservoir cause the establishment of MOB 489 

communities and taxa specific to each reservoir zone. By disconnecting surface waters but 490 

connecting the hypolimnion of the reservoir to the river downstream, the damming of the 491 

Batang Ai river creates a break in the connectivity between upstream and downstream MOB 492 

assemblages and a drastic change in oxygen conditions between the hypolimnion of the 493 

reservoir and the downstream river. Yet, rapid shifts in the MOB community in the first few 494 

kilometers downstream of the dam enabled continued CH4 oxidation in the river downstream. 495 

 496 

4.3. Differential growth of MOB groups in the downstream river and links to CH4 497 

oxidation 498 

Based solely on our sequencing results, CH4 oxidation in the downstream river below 499 

the Batang Ai dam is apparently the result of the residual activity of MOB hypolimnetic 500 

communities since they are similar in composition (Fig. 5A, B), with very few new MOB ASVs 501 

detected in the downstream reach (Fig. 5C). However, the enumeration of MOB cells by CARD-502 
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FISH revealed a rapid growth of Alpha-MOB cells within the downstream river if compared to 503 

Gamma-MOB cells. These Alpha-MOB cells belonged to taxa that were already present in the 504 

hypolimnion of the reservoir, given that none of the unique 'downstream' ASVs belonged to 505 

Alpha-MOB, but were favored under the downstream environmental conditions such as both 506 

high CH4 and higher O2 concentrations (Reis et al., 2020). A higher role of Alpha-MOB over 507 

Gamma-MOB in downstream waters is supported by a strong correlation between the amount 508 

of CH4 oxidized in each segment of the river and Alpha-MOB cells (R2=0.98, p=0.005) and the 509 

lack of correlation with Gamma-MOB cells (R2=0.04, p=0.78) (Fig S5), although only four data 510 

points are available. Microscopic visualization also revealed that Alpha-MOB cells occurred 511 

often in pairs, potentially indicating that cells were actively dividing in this segment of the 512 

downstream river (Fig. S6). 513 

The measured increase in MOB cell numbers represents an extremely rapid response of 514 

methanotrophic taxa to changes in the environment rather than just a passive dispersal of 515 

hypolimnetic communities. It also represents an extremely fast cell growth rate given the short 516 

time interval between the power station (0 km) and 2.7 Km further downstream (approx. 1 h, 517 

flow rate of   ̴ 1 m s-1, unpubl. data). Under the high CH4 and oxygenated conditions in the 518 

downstream river, Alpha-MOB cells showed a surprisingly short average doubling time of 1.7 h, 519 

while Gamma-MOB showed a longer but also short average doubling time of 2.3 h. These are in 520 

the low range of estimated prokaryotic doubling times in nature – which can vary from minutes 521 

to days (Gibson et al., 2018) – and of methanotrophic bacteria doubling times in pure cultures 522 

(Baani and Liesack, 2008; Puri et al., 2015; Sundstrom and Criddle, 2015), suggesting that the 523 
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downstream river meets ideal growth conditions to some MOB taxa, particularly within the 524 

Alpha-MOB group.  525 

To verify whether such fast MOB growth observed by the CARD-FISH enumeration was 526 

metabolically possible, we estimated the increase in MOB cell abundance in the downstream 527 

segment based on the amount of CH4 oxidized, the average MOB cell volume (calculated from 528 

the area of the DAPI subset of FISH positive cells in this dataset), an assumed MOB growth 529 

efficiency of 10%, and a bacterial cell carbon content of 63 fgC µm-3 (Fagerbakke et al., 1996) 530 

(see details in Suppl. Info.). We found that the total MOB cell increase measured by CARD-FISH 531 

was lower than the calculated MOB cell increase (on average 33% lower). We performed 532 

sensitivity tests by decreasing the assumed MOB growth efficiency to 5% or increasing the cell 533 

carbon content to 126 fgC µm-3, and in both scenarios the measured MOB cell increase by 534 

CARD-FISH could be fully accounted by the amount of CH4 oxidized within the reach. 535 

Interestingly, the total amount of carbon fixed by microbial CH4 oxidation in the studied river 536 

segment varied between 210 and 306 mgC m-2 d-1 between the years, which is in the upper 537 

range of carbon fixation by primary production in tropical rivers generally reported (10-200 538 

mgC m-2 d-1; Davies et al. 2008). This suggests that CH4 is likely an important basal carbon 539 

source to the food web of the oligotrophic (chlorophyll-a: 1.7 ± 0.8 μg L-1) river downstream of 540 

the Batang Ai dam. 541 

 542 

4.4. The importance of combining microscopy and sequencing data for the study of 543 

MOB communities 544 
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In the present study, the sequencing data allowed tracking changes in MOB 545 

communities and individual ASVs along the river-reservoir system, enabling the observation of 546 

spatial changes in the taxonomic composition and connectivity of the studied communities. 547 

However, a link between community shift and CH4 oxidation in the downstream river could only 548 

be determined due to the microscopic cell enumeration, since the sequencing data did not 549 

allow the detection of fast quantitative differences between the source hypolimnetic 550 

communities and downstream MOB communities, which looked similar based on the 551 

sequencing data. Therefore, our study demonstrates the importance of combining high-552 

resolution sequencing data with microscopic quantitative data for attaining a more complete 553 

understanding of MOB dynamics and activity in the environment. 554 

 555 

5. CONCLUSION 556 

Our study of the MOB dynamics in a tropical reservoir contributes to better 557 

understanding the mechanisms by which these bacteria play a central role in modulating the 558 

carbon footprint of aquatic ecosystems and, in particular, of hydropower complexes. By 559 

combining biogeochemical data, DNA and RNA sequencing, and cell enumeration, we found 560 

that CH4 dynamics are accompanied by shifts in the total abundance and structure of MOB 561 

communities along the Batang Ai river-reservoir system. In the main basin of the reservoir, 562 

where diffusive CH4 emissions are only moderate (Soued and Prairie, 2020), MOB sequences, 563 

cells, and activity peak in the hypoxic hypolimnion (up to 61% of 16S rRNA sequences and 564 

enriched δ13CH4), disconnecting the hypolimnetic CH4 from surface CH4 emissions to the 565 

atmosphere. While most of the MOB taxa present across the system is dispersed from 566 
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upstream sites, downstream MOB communities resemble reservoir’s hypolimnetic communities 567 

but differ largely from upstream and mixed layer communities due to the position of the water 568 

intake for the turbines. When CH4-rich hypolimnetic water is released to the downstream river, 569 

the re-oxygenation seems to promote the activity and fast growth of particularly Alpha-MOB 570 

taxa that are already present in the hypolimnion of the reservoir. Therefore, although 571 

downstream emissions constitute a major pathway of CH4 emissions in Batang Ai (Soued and 572 

Prairie 2020) and in other hydropower complexes, rapid shifts in the MOB community enable 573 

continued microbial CH4 oxidation in the downstream river, thereby contributing to lowering 574 

the carbon footprint of these systems. 575 
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FIGURES CAPTIONS 772 

Fig. 1. Map of Batang Ai hydropower reservoir (Borneo Island, Malaysia) showing sampling 773 

locations of this study. Sites A, B, C, and I are located in the reservoir, with site I being the 774 

closest to the water intake for the turbines. Sites E, F, G, and H are located upstream of the 775 

reservoir. Site Dw-I is located at the power station right after the dam and Dw-II is located at 776 

2.7 Km further downstream. One extra site at 0.6 Km downstream of the dam (not shown) was 777 

sampled for CH4 concentration and stable isotopic signature (see Fig. 6). Map created in ArcGIS 778 

10.1. 779 

 780 

Fig. 2. CH4, O2, and total methane-oxidizing bacteria (MOB) abundance along the Batang Ai 781 

river-reservoir system. A) Dissolved CH4 concentration (n = 36). B) CH4 stable isotopic signature 782 

(n = 32). C) Dissolved O2 concentration (n = 34). D-E) Abundance of total MOB sequences 783 

relative to the total bacterial community (%) in terms of DNA (n = 37) and RNA (n = 37) 784 

sequences, respectively. F) Total MOB cell abundance determined by CARD-FISH (n = 20). MOB 785 

cells were not determined in the mixed layer of the reservoir since the abundance of MOB 16S 786 

rRNA sequences, when detected, was < 0.1% in this layer. Sampling locations are grouped as 787 

shown in Fig. 1 with ‘Res. Mix. Layer’, ‘Res. Oxic Hypo.’, and ‘Res. Hypoxic Hypo.’ denoting the 788 

surface mixed layer, the oxic layer of the hypolimnion (O2 > 2 mg L-1), and the hypoxic layer of 789 

the hypolimnion (O2 < 2 mg L-1) within the reservoir. Boxplots represent median, first and third 790 

quartiles (hinges), and 1.5 x interquartile range (whiskers). Diamonds denote means. Note log 791 

scale in y axes of A and F. 792 

 793 
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Fig. 3. Vertical profiles of temperature, dissolved O2 concentration, CH4 concentration, and CH4 794 

stable isotopic signature measured in the main basin of the reservoir (site I) in 2018. Dashed 795 

red line: water temperature. Dashed blue line: dissolved O2 concentration. Purple dots and line: 796 

CH4 concentration. Green triangles and line: CH4 stable isotopic signature. Asterisks show 797 

depths where samples for DNA and RNA were taken in this profile. 798 

 799 

Fig. 4. Dynamics of major methane-oxidizing bacteria (MOB) groups from upstream to 800 

downstream waters in the Batang Ai river-reservoir system. A) Absolute abundances of Alpha-801 

MOB and Gamma-MOB cells determined by CARD-FISH (n = 20). Boxplots represent median, 802 

first and third quartiles (hinges), and 1.5 x interquartile range (whiskers). Diamonds denote 803 

means and stars denote significant difference (p<0.05, Welch’s unequal variances t-test) 804 

between average cell abundance of MOB groups within location. Note log scale in the y axis. 805 

Plotted data include both sampling campaigns. B) Relative abundance of DNA and RNA 806 

sequences belonging to major taxonomic MOB groups (sum of all MOB sequences in a sample = 807 

1). Each bar represents a sample taken at a different campaign, site, and depth (n = 37). In the x 808 

axis, the letters indicate the site code as in Fig. 1, followed by two numbers indicating the 809 

sampling depth and the sampling campaign (2017 or 2018), respectively. Empty slots mean that 810 

MOB were not detected (Res. Mix. Layer) or that the sample was lost during rarefaction (n.a.; 811 

Res. Oxic Hypo. and Res. Hypoxic Hypo.). Res. Mix. Layer: reservoir’s mixed layer; Res. Oxic 812 

Hypo.: reservoir’s oxic hypolimnion; Res. Hypoxic Hypo.: reservoir’s hypoxic hypolimnion. 813 
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Fig. 5. Dynamics of methane-oxidizing bacteria (MOB) communities along the river-reservoir 815 

system. A-B) Canonical Analysis of Principal Coordinates (CAP) based on Bray-Curtis distance of 816 

the DNA (p=0.001) and RNA (p=0.001) MOB community profiles, respectively. 32 samples that 817 

did not contain missing values were used in both DNA and RNA CAP analyses. C) Proportion of 818 

DNA and RNA MOB sequences associated to MOB ASVs categorized depending on the location 819 

of the river-reservoir system where they were first detected. Values are expressed as a fraction 820 

of the total MOB sequences for the different sampled sites and campaign. Res. Mix. Layer: 821 

reservoir mixed layer; Res. Oxic Hypo.: reservoir oxic hypolimnion; Res. Hypoxic Hypo.: reservoir 822 

hypoxic hypolimnion; Turb. Intake: closest available sample to the turbine water intake (2017: 823 

site A, depth 20 m; 2018: site I, depth 24 m); Downs0km: Downstream site at the power 824 

station; Downs2.7km: Downstream site at 2.7 km further downstream. 825 

 826 

Fig. 6. CH4 oxidation and MOB cell dynamics along the sampled sites from the turbines’ water 827 

intake (located in the hypolimnion of the reservoir) until 2.7 Km downstream from the dam (the 828 

dam is indicated by the gray vertical bar). A) Dissolved CH4 concentration. B) CH4 stable isotopic 829 

signature. C) Cumulative fraction of CH4 oxidized (Fox) calculated from the concentration and 830 

isotopic signature of CH4 at each point using the turbine water intake as CH4 source. D) 831 

Cumulative amount of CH4 oxidized, calculated from Fox and CH4 concentration. E) Dissolved O2 832 

concentration. F) Alpha- and Gamma-MOB cell abundances enumerated by CARD-FISH. The 833 

abundance of MOB cells entering the turbines was determined in the closest available sample 834 

to the turbine water intake (2017: site A, depth 20 m; 2018: site I, depth 24 m). 835 
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